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Productivity and quality are goals that
companies seek for the success of

every product delivered to their
customers.

In order to support your company take on this challenge, TEX became a specialist in the development
and manufacture of dry leak test and flow measurement solutions. As the national leader in the
segment our commitment is to offer the best technologies with excellent customer service and
technical support.

Well-grounded on more than 20 years of experience, we act on the production
line of many industrial segments to guarantee detection and measurement of
leaks in your products. such as:

@ Engines
Radiators
Tanks
Filters

a..CombuSlible
~SYSlemS

aPressure Regulators
~Faucets

<§ Cookers
Refrigerators
Gas Regulators
Valves

~Tubes
~ Syringes

... and many others! CE
Ali TEX equipments are supplied with Accredited calibration at pressure
and flow. (Scope on page 7)
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- Compatible with Standard IEC-61000 (CE mark)
- Access control to equipment by RFID tag
- 7-inch color display, touch-screen
- 1USB (Flash Disk read/write)
- 2 RS-232 ports
- 1Ethernet RJ-45 port (10/100MBps)
- 4 GB Data memory
- ARMCortex M3-32bits Processor
- Analogic/Digital-24bits Converter

~- Automatic Internal Leak Master (optional),

- NPNor PNPdigital Input/output. selected by the
custorner, with short/open-circuit diagnostic
- Compatible with imported equipments
- Compatibility with TEX-G3i and G2 (optional)
- Removable Input and Output module
- Pneumatic module developed by TEX:

Quick removal Rack System
- Steel cabinet with carrying handles
- Robust and illuminated Stop and Start buttons
- New fast filling system
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- Three languages available: Portuguese, English and Spanish
- Storage of calibration certificate in the equipment's memory
for downloading using flashdisk
- BarCode and QRCode Operation
- Dynamic self-test
- Test results file with information on date, time and operator
- Backup of prograrns and parameters using flashdisk
- Over 1000 test prograrns
- Picture of the product related to the prograrn
- Results and performance charts
- Output to thermal and inkjet printers
- Retest and automatic compensation functions
- Comunnication by MODBUS, Profinet and Profibus protocols
- Short-circuited or disconnected digital output warning
- Maintenance and calibration warning with configurable lock
...and much more!
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Madewith the best Japanesetechnologyfor leaktest valvesandsensors.
andalliedto the Brazilianelectronictechnologyandintuitivesoftware,

G4-HDis the leaktest equipmentmodeloperatedby differentialpressure.
Robustto supporttest pressuresof up to 5.000kPa,it incorporatesthe
smartpneumaticCOSMO,with self-cleaningof the circuit for eachtesto

'The G4-HO's design is customer-oriented, and COSMO is proud of sharing
technology in this equipment."

(TomoyukiFuruse- CosmoPresident,Asianleaderon leaktesters.)

Specific Features

Resolut:ion up t:o 0.001Pa I Accuracy: 0.10% (F.S.)

Elect:ronic pressure regulat:or up t:o 30bar Dedicat:ed COSMO Pneumat:ic

Dynamic self-cleaning and aut:o-t:est:

Select:able unit:s: Pa, Pais, mbar, mbarls, psi, psi/s, mL/min, mL/h

Global t:echnical support COSMO/TEX

Performs leak t:est:s, obst:ruct:ion, cycles, pre-fill and sealed parts

Equipped with a pneumatic circuit fully developed
in BraziLG4-DF model is compatible with ali
worldwide technologies available,thus making it
possible to replace other imported equipment
with even better quality and cost.

The G4-DF uses a differential sensor to compare
pressurevariations between the reference and the
tested partoYou can purchaseG4-DF in manualor
automatic pressure regulation versions.

Leakmeasurement by differential pressure sensor

Its innovative pneumatic is extremely robust and
easy to maintain,having valves specifically

developed to guaranteeperfect
air-tightness of the test circuito

For small volumes and high speed
production lines. apply the new

model G4-SS,a variant of DF model
with the same precision
and operational features.

Specific Features
Pressure ranges: -100 I 30 I 200 1500 I 800 I 1,000 I 1,700kPa

Differential range: 500 I 5,000Pa

Measuring units: mbar, psi, Pa,rnbarvs, psi/s, Pais, mL/h, mL/min Resolution up to O.OlPaI Accuracy:0.10%(F.S.)

Dynamic self-cleaning and self-check External exhaust valve (optional)

Fasterwhen compared to testing by pressure drop

Quick detection of high leaks

Specific Features

Filters in the test connections

If you aim at improving reliability on immersion tests. the G4-SEmodel
is the right solution. It also offers excellent cost-benefit for the

replacement of PLC and pressure transducers tests.
G4-SE inserts and measurespressurized air in the part during a specific
time. The variation of pressure is then compared to the set parameters,

and the equipment automatically accepts or rejects the part by
generating light signals on the digital outputs.

Test:pressu re ranges: -100 I 5 / 30 / 100 / 200 / 500 / 800 / 1,000/ 1,700kPa



If you need to measure air-tightness in leaking units by getting a
result tracked by a calibrated certificate for this measurement. use the
G4-VE model with its micro-Ieak Swiss technology and dedicated
pneumatic circuito
The G4-VE model uses dry pressurized air. After filling the tested part
with air, it waits for stabilization, and then measures the remaining flow
by a micro-mass flow sensor. thus promptly indicating the volumetric leak in the tested parto The leak is compared to the set
parameters, allowing the equipment to accept the part if it is in compliance.

Due to its electronic pressure adjustment. G4-VE is the ideal equipment to test complex volumes in which a differential test
cannot be properly stabilized because of thermal fluctuations in the part and in the environment.

Developed specifically for appliances (stoves. heaters and accessories), the G4-VF model has internal reference volume and
automatic test start system. It also has the continuous measuring mode for more detailed evaluation of the leakage point.
(Available only for test pressures up to 30kPa)

Specific Features
Leakrange:2/20/50/100/500 SmL/min Accredited certificate in flow units

Pressureranges:-30/30/200/500/800/1.000 kPa It performs tests with both positive and negative pressure

Resolution: 0.001SmL/min - Accuracy:1%(F.S.) Auto-compensation leak function

Measuring units: SmL/min, SmL/h, SL/min,SL/h Quick detection of high leaks

Fasterwhen compared to differential tests or pressuredrop

• A

For an ultra-stablerepetitive flow testing, the G4-VZ model is the one to be
used.With its Swisstechnology for massflow measurement.it is perfect for

applicationswhere speed and repeatabilityarerequired.
It includes a precision electronic pressurereguator. digital electronic

rneters. flow sensor.pressuresensor and an air filter. Its main application is to perform air
flow measurementsfrom 0.1to 200NL/min.

The G4-VZ uses the prAIR-SUREtechnology , which keepspressurestabilized at nominal
value dynamically during measurement.thus guaranteeingreliability and high repeatability.

Test pressure ranges: 5 / 30/200/ 1,000kPa

Flow rneasurernent ranges: 0.1 / 0.5 /5/20/50/200 SL/rnin

Resolution up to: 0.0001 SL/rnin - Accuracy: 1% (F.S.)

Standard Measuring units: SL/rnin, SrnL/rnin, SL/h, SrnL/h

User local calibration function (reference to standard nozzle)

Pressure loss auto-cornpensation (available onlyfor electronic setting of pressure)

The Swiss technology for flow measurementconnected to a smart. intuitive and complete
interface makesMF-700 a mass flow meters masterpiece.

The calibration certificate stored in the internalmemory allows for multiple calibration ranges,
dynamic averagewith standard deviation and data collection, among other features - this flow
meter exceeds ali expectations. ( Optional internaI battery power )



ultra-Iow pressure

Specifications

Basicmodel for
high pressure

Mr=?i
The prAjR -SURE technology developed by TEX is the
innovation the market needs for pneumatic pressurecontrol in

an intelligent.quick and
accurateway!

It is the only regulator in the market with pressureindication
alreadycalibratedwith accredited certificate.

Setting ranges
Pressure range: 1/5/30/100/150/ 250psI

Resolution: 0.01% F.S.(Full scale)

Speed setting: <2 seconds (no charge)

Mc?i-IHM

Ali of TEX'spneumatic and electronic measuringtechnology can be
purchasedseparately through Module X4,which is ideal for integrators
and machinebuilders who alreadyhavePLCsand HMIinterfaces,and
only need to implement the leak test with TEX quality.

It can be purchasedin SE.HD,DF.VE and VZ models. Communicates
with PLCor PCvia RS-485 interface with MODBUSor Profibus
protocols (optional).

Accompanied by Accredited calibration certificate.

To improve speed of leak tests. with good repeateability
and precision,Cosmos referencechambers are the best
choice.

They were designed to create an 'envelope' of stabilization
similar to test part, to resolve the thermal behavior and
ensurethe tightness to avoid 'reverse leaks' that affect
test results.

..-cosmo

Reference volumes: 50 /100/200/1,000/2,000/5,000 mL Body made on aluminium

Max. Pressure: 5MPa (100mL) / 3MPa (200m L) / 1.7MPa (ali) . .- . - ..



Included: filtered connedions.

Developed to focus on the requirements that a leakproof test requires.
VTEX valves support pressures from -100 to 1700kPa. with maximum
leakage levels below 0.01 mL/min.

Available in 3-way and 2-way versions. with NO and NC options.
they are ideal to apply in selection of test pieces. reference
chambers. among others.

.,-cosmo
Generating a known leak in the tested part to check the sensibility

and measurement of leak test equipment is COSMO
Leak Master's job!

When conneded to the part or to the test equipment. you just need
to compare the result exhibited on the equipment screen

to the nominal value calibrated on the Leak Master.

For high flow tests. we designed FLOW MASTER model.
that can be calibrated for flows over 1LPM.

The Leak Master can be used to positive or negative pressure
with accuracy of up to 5%.

SERVICES:
-Accredíted calibration on site or laboratory
°Specialized on pressure and flow measurement equipment
°Digital and analog pressure gauges and Manometers
°Digital and analog flow meters (Rotameters)
-Flow and leak tests equipment
°Calibrated nozzles (Leak Masters)

*

As the pioneer in micro-flow calibration in Brazil. TEX's laboratory has been accredited since 2008. thus
ensuring accuracy of ali its products by adively participating in technical committees for the development
of metrology in the Brazilian market. Our team is prepared to give support to pressure calibrations and gas
flow at the customer's site.

OUR SCOPE
° Pressure: O.OlkPa to 100.000kPa
° Vacuum: -3.5kPa to -90kPa
° Flow rate: 1 to 200.000mL/min (Iow pressures)
(Informationupdated on the website:www.inmetro.gov.br/laboratorios/rbc)

·CGCREGeneralCoordinalion for Inmelro Accredilalion
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PERCIFLEXHERRAMIENTAISSDERLDECV I
San Pedro - Nuevo León - MÉXICO

PAULOSERGIOSCHEPLE- paulo.scheple@texmexico.mx
TEL:+52 (81) 1680.8716/8306.1139

IBTLTDA
Bogotá - COLÔMBIA

WESLEYNUNES- lbtltdalmportaclonesgqrnall.co
TEL: +57 (1) 2222643/(301) 5188273

~~ tex.com.br

~
METALÚRGICABIANCHI

/ Córdoba - ARGENTI A
ELvlO BIANCHI- info@meb .com.ar
I TEL: +54 (351) 475.9123

TEX Equipamentos Eletrõn'cos lnd, e Com, Ltda.

\9 RuaAlípio rnões, 77 - Santa Júlia CEP:13295-000 -Itupeva

O facebook.corn/Texêstenqueldadej

C> tex.blog.br \

@ comercial@tex.com.br

(Ç) +55 11 4591.2825 24h Technical
Suppo~

+55 11 98598.2509


